


The WiFi scanner can be easily 
integrated into an existing enterprise 
wireless network infrastructure with 
minimum e�ort. It not only reduces 
capital expenditures but also 
improves the return on investment.

Exceptional ROI
The 2” color QVGA LCD provides a 
clear display for scanned data under 
di�erent ambient lighting conditions. 
The user can verify the scanned data 
on the point of activity, putting an end 
to blind data collection. It also allows 
the ease of use on menu-driven 
con�gurations and data-entry.

In addition to conventional WEP 
security, the advanced WPA and WPA2 
security are supported. This prevents 
unauthorized access to ensure reliable 
and secure wireless transmission.

Reliable and secure data 
transmission

Exceptional con�dence and 
visibility

Enterprise-class 802.11b/g wireless 
connectivity 

Supports latest wireless LAN security: 
WEP, WPA and WPA2

Built-in 2” crystal clear color display, 
two function keys and a navigation 
key

Useful virtual keyboard is available 
to fulfill comprehensive alphanumeric 
data entry

Host acknowledgement function 
guarantees the data integrity for 
online real-time transmission

Optional multi-data fields and 
transmission sequence are available 
for batch operation

Time-stamped feature is available 
for batch scanning 

Ultra long range model and laser 
image model are available

A long-lasting battery and advanced 
power management support up to 
8-hour a full shift 

Enterprise Wireless Solution Advanced Security Color Display



The ultra long range model is capable 
of reading 13 mil UPC/EAN barcode up 
to 24” as well as 3” high density 
barcode. The laser image model 
combines the advantage of sharp laser 
aiming line and linear imager.

Choice of ultra long range 
model or laser image model

The barcode validation tool is useful 
for user to make simple barcode 
validation, such as barcode type 
identi�cation, quality, PCS and quiet 
zone check.

For mobility solution, it’s essential to 
support up to a full shift to avoid 
wasting time and e�ciency by 
changing the battery. The smart 
power management performs 
outstanding power saving to 
maximize the long-lasting Li-ion 
battery power, providing up to eight 
hours of continuous operation.

Long-lasting power supports 
a full shift

Useful tool for simple barcode 
validation

Power Management Validation ToolTwo Models Available
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